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Plan of Action Details and Timeline 
 

On a separate sheet of paper answer the following questions. (In ink or typed) There is no 

minimum or maximum length, but provide a clear and concise idea of what you are proposing.  

1. Are you able to list at least 2 goals for your body of work? 

Two goals I hope to achieve are inspiring other members to take part in citizenship events and 

conferences. Another goal  is to give them an informational base so they can attend informed 

decisions on which events and or conferences suit their interests. 

 

2. Write a short list of what will others do and learn from your activity.  

The members will be learn about the importance of citizenship and how it contributes to their 

clubs and communities. Also, they will learn about the different conferences and events they can 

attend to build their citizenship and leadership skills.  

3.    what resources will you need (money, facilities, equipment, people, etc.)?  Make a list 

I will need a projector, computer, and a white boards. 

4.    How will you document your plan to show the selection committee what you have 

completed your goals?  (Video, photos, letters, flyers?) 

I will create a slide show that I will be using in my activities. It will demonstrate what the 

members will learn and take away from my session. 



5.    How will you know your project was successful and useful? What will be your measurement 

of success? 

My measurement of success will be how many eligible members will attend these conferences. 

Also, when they return if they had built up any valuable skills. 

6.   What items do you need to start? If not, list what items you do need.  

I need a computer, projector and white board. 

7.   What 4-H ages will benefit, what clubs, and why will the Leaders’ Council benefit?  

     All clubs and ages of members will benefit from this presentation. They will all be learning 

about the various citizenship opportunities offered.  Plus, after attending the various events, 

they can bring  information back to their clubs to promote and support their clubs service 

learning and citizenship opportunities. Finally. the leaders council will benefit because they 

will have up and coming leaders to lead and  to assist  in the county council or county wide 

events.  

8.   What obstacles will you face?  

    Some obstacles that I will face are uncooperative members during my session and possible 

electrical problems. 

9.   What things will possibly interfere or prevent you from completing you plan and how will 

you overcome those obstacles?  

     Electrical problems, if any, may interfere with completing my plan. If this happens I will go 

to clubs to present so the members will still be able to get the information that could be 

valuable to their leadership experience and fulfill my body of work. 
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EVALUATION AND COMPLETION WORKSHEET 
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On a separate sheet of paper answer the following questions by placing the corresponding number next to 

the answer. (In ink or typed) There is no minimum or maximum length, but explain fully what you did. 

Please submit any surveys, comments, or feedback on your CTA role. Please also include photos and any 

copies of hand-outs used, worksheets or typed literature.  

1. How did you complete your plan? (What happened, what did you do?) 

I completed my body of work plan by leading a session at the CTA Extravaganza. I created a slide show 

that highlighted various leadership and citizenship conferences and events that members could attend to 

enhance their leadership skills and citizenship involvement.  

2. What did you learn from this project or plan and what did others learn? 

I learned that citizenship is an essential part of the foundation of a community and of this organization. I 

hope that those in attendance were motivated to participate in the  numerous opportunities open to them at 

the local, county, and state levels.  

3. What were the strengths and weaknesses of your plan/project? What unexpected things, good or bad 

happened and how did you handle them? What things would you have changed or done different? 

A weakness I encountered  while planning this project was gathering information regarding service 

learning and citizenship the state did not have as much information as I had hoped. However, on the day 

of my presentation, I found the room environment to be most satisfactory, including a clear clean white 

board to project my slide show on. If I could have changed anything about my presentation, I would have 

tried to start a citizenship project for other members, so they could understand how citizenship is used in 

communities. 

4. How many 4-H members, clubs, organizations or people did you reach with your plan? 

On the day of the CTA event, I think I reached at least one member per club. Hopefully, they brought the 

information back to their club and shared what they had learned. With my club presentations I hoped to 

reach out to a club that did not have a representative at the CTA event. 

5. Do you feel that your plan was successful overall? Why or why not? 



I believe that my plan was successful because I reached at least more than half of the clubs in our county. 

I will be able to see actually how successful my plan was when it comes time to sign up for the various 

conference I had mention and talked about to the members.  

6. If you could tell us anything about your plan and how you completed it that has not already been 

answered, what would you tell us? 

I would say that I had help from a lot of my team members. We all helped each other and I think that 

made the biggest difference. Also, I think my advisor really helped guide us through the process in a 

whole.  

7. What things would you change about the CTA Body of Work? What things helped you the most in 

completing your plan? 

I would make it so each CTA would be able to select his/her own topic and not have to choose from 

preselected topics. My fellow CTAs helped me complete my plan by giving me their impute about the 

different conferences that they had participated in and they offered suggestions on what keypoints to 

present to motivate other to attend the upcoming conferences and events. 
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